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Abstract
The Journal of Advanced Mechanical Sciences (JAMS) is an open access peer reviewed
journal. The aim of this journal is to publish advanced original research and review articles in
design of mechanical components, Thermal engineering and Manufacturing engineering
sectors. The journal welcomes original research articles in the following topics: Aerodynamics,
Dynamics of machines, vibrations, design of mechanical components, Renewable energy,
Thermal and power engineering, Heat and Mass transfer, Fluids engineering, Mechanics of
solids, Turbomachinery, Automobile engineering, Robotics and controls, particulate science,
optimization, Computational fluid dynamics, Finite element analysis, Machining and
Manufacturing processes, Additive manufacturing, Materials and metallurgy, Industrial
engineering and CAD/CAM.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Manuscript should be prepared based on the given sample manuscript template. The

manuscript should be formatted strictly according to the given instructions otherwise the
manuscript to be sent back to author or rejected. The manuscript should be prepared in the
following structure: Title, Author names, Affiliations, Country, Abstract, Keywords,
Introduction, Methodology, Results and discussion, Conclusion, Acknowledgement/Funding
Acknowledgement, Conflict of interest statement, References. Please indicate star (*) in
superscript of corresponding author name. The maximum number of keyword should be 6.
Please provide corresponding author email and contact details in all stages of publication
process [1]. The manuscript should be typed in word document only. The manuscript must be
prepared in single column format. The maximum number of pages is limited to 30. The
manuscript should be typed in times new roman [2].
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The font size of the title should be in 14 and Bold. The author names and affiliation details
size should be 10. The size of the abstract and keywords should be 12 with single spacing. The
abstract should not exceed 250 words. The size of the headings, sub headings and entire text
inside the manuscript should be 12 font size and 1.5 line spacing. The equations should be
provided in editable format (Use equation editing tool in MS Word). The quality of figures
must be in 300 dpi [3]. The tables must be provided in editable format (don’t copy and paste as
image).
2. METHODOLOGY
Initially the manuscript should be verified in format and author guidelines aspects. If it is
ok, then which is send to the editor for preliminary screening. Once the manuscript satisfies the
aim and scope of the journal which is send to peer review process. If it is not satisfied the
journal scope and aim of the journal then it is directly rejected by editor without any further
considerations. In peer review process, the manuscript to be send to two reviewers (Expert in
particular subject area) for evaluating the quality of the manuscript. Based on the reviewer’s
comments, the editor will be given following decision such as, Accepted, Major revision, Minor
revision, Rejected. If the manuscript is rejected by reviewer then it is directly rejected without
any further considerations. If the revise decision given, the author should be asked to revise the
manuscript according to reviewer comments. After receiving the revised version, the
manuscript should be allotted to reviewers for final evaluation. Based on the reviewer’s second
level of comments, the manuscript should be accepted or rejected by the editor. If the second
revision required then the manuscript should be send to authors. If the manuscript is accepted
then it is send to production process. The pressure strain equation is given in Eq. 1.
𝜖

2

𝜙𝑖𝑗,1 ≡ −𝐶1 𝜌 𝑘 [𝑢𝑖′ 𝑢𝑗′ − 3 𝛿𝑖𝑗 𝑘]
2.1.

(1)

Submit manuscript
The manuscript should be submitted as a single word or pdf file. All the figures and

tables should be placed near to the relevant topic. The following details should be provided
when uploading the manuscript. Corresponding author full name, Email Address, Manuscript
title, Upload manuscript and submit.
2.1.1. Ethics and policy
The orthogonal array is given in Table 1. Initially the manuscript should be verified in
format and author guidelines aspects. If it is ok, then which is send to the editor for
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preliminary screening. Once the manuscript satisfies the aim and scope of the journal which is
send to peer review process. If it is not satisfied the journal scope and aim of the journal then
it is directly rejected by editor without any further considerations.
Table 1: Orthogonal array
S.No

Inlet length (m)

Width (m)

Outlet area m2

1

12

15

18

2

13

16

19

3

14

17

20

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1. Pressure contours
The pressure contours are shown in Figure 1. Initially the manuscript should be verified
in format and author guidelines aspects. If it is ok, then which is send to the editor for
preliminary screening. Once the manuscript satisfies the aim and scope of the journal which is
send to peer review process. If it is not satisfied the journal scope and aim of the journal then
it is directly rejected by editor without any further considerations. In peer review process, the
manuscript to be send to two reviewers (Expert in particular subject area) for evaluating the
quality of the manuscript. Based on the reviewer’s comments, the editor will be given following
decision such as, Accepted, Major revision, Minor revision, Rejected. If the manuscript is
rejected by reviewer then it is directly rejected without any further considerations. If the revise
decision given, the author should be asked to revise the manuscript according to reviewer
comments. After receiving the revised version, the manuscript should be allotted to reviewers
for final evaluation.
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4. CONCLUSION
Based on the reviewer’s comments, the editor will be given following decision such as,
Accepted, Major revision, Minor revision, Rejected. If the manuscript is rejected by reviewer
then it is directly rejected without any further considerations. If the revise decision given, the
author should be asked to revise the manuscript according to reviewer comments. After
receiving the revised version, the manuscript should be allotted to reviewers for final
evaluation.
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